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ABSTRACT
A Robust Synthetic Basis Feature Descriptor Implementation and Applications
Pertaining to Visual Odometry, Object Detection, and Image Stitching
Lindsey Ann Raven
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Feature detection and matching is an important step in many object tracking and
detection algorithms. This paper discusses methods to improve upon previous work on the
SYnthetic BAsis feature descriptor (SYBA) algorithm, which describes and compares image
features in an efficient and discreet manner. SYBA utilizes synthetic basis images overlaid on a
feature region of interest (FRI) to generate binary numbers that uniquely describe the feature
contained within the FRI. These binary numbers are then used to compare against feature values
in subsequent images for matching. However, in a non-ideal environment the accuracy of the
feature matching suffers due to variations in image scale, and rotation. This paper introduces a
new version of SYBA which processes FRI’s such that the descriptions developed by SYBA are
rotation and scale invariant. To demonstrate the improvements of this robust implementation of
SYBA called rSYBA, included in this paper are applications that have to cope with high amounts
of image variation. The first detects objects along an oil pipeline by transforming and comparing
frame-by-frame two surveillance videos recorded at two different times. The second shows
camera pose plotting for a ground based vehicle using monocular visual odometry. The third
generates panoramic images through image stitching and image transforms. All applications
contain large amounts of image variation between image frames and therefore require a
significant amount of correct feature matches to generate acceptable results.

Keywords: feature detection, feature description, feature matching, object tracking, visual
odometry, unmanned aerial vehicle, ground vehicle, pipeline, computer vision
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1 INTRODUCTION

Image processing for a person consists of taking in images using sight and mentally
breaking those images down into easily distinguishable and recognizable components. Segmenting
images into basic, fundamental, and distinguishable components is what image processing
engineers use as the process to develop algorithms that detect the correspondence between two
images. Image correspondence can be found by matching basic components between two images.
Once the correspondence between two images has been defined, the methodology can then be
applied towards broader applications such as target tracking [1], object identification [2-4], image
rectification, localization and pose estimation [5], optical flow [6,7], super resolution [8], visual
odometry [9,10], and many others. In short, finding image correspondence has become a key step
in many computer vision applications. The act of finding image correspondence can be broken
down into three fundamental steps: key-point detection, description, and matching.
For successful key point detection, images must be segmented into easily trackable and
distinguishable components, or features. A component is only considered a successful feature if it
can still be identified under different viewing conditions. Some examples of different conditions
include changes in image angle, scale, blurring, and lighting. Features must also be unique enough
that there is a reduced chance of false matches between the images. Thus, image features usually
consist of corners, blobs, or T-sections as they are typically the most distinguishable features. Non-
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distinguishable features can consist of straight edges or blank walls. This first step in finding
distinguishable image features is usually referred to as feature or key-point detection.
After feature detection, the region containing the feature must be isolated. This region is
called the feature region of interest or FRI. The information contained in each FRI must be
described in a unique enough way to result in increased probability that features will match
properly between subsequent images. These descriptions must also be resistant to the effects of
image noise and deformations which could affect matching results. This second step of describing
an FRI and storing the description for later comparison is called “feature description.” There are
several different types of algorithms for describing an FRI, all of which are referred to as “feature
descriptor algorithms.”
Methods for comparing and matching image features between subsequent images can vary
greatly between feature descriptor algorithms due largely to the varying complexity and structure
of the algorithmic descriptions themselves. Each method for comparison must be efficient enough
that large numbers of features can be compared in a relatively short period of time. Ideally, the
scale of time would be small enough that these algorithms can be applied to real-time applications.
Some common methods of comparing include taking the absolute difference in descriptor values,
or comparing the distances between descriptor vectors. After comparison, features can then be
matched and be used for the overarching application. This final step is called feature or key-point
matching.
This paper explores and expands upon a feature descriptor and comparing algorithm called
synthetic basis imaging descriptor (SYBA). SYBA was designed with the purpose of reducing the
complexity of feature descriptions and computations as well as reducing the storage costs for
storing the descriptions. While SYBA is successful in achieving these benefits, the algorithms
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performance suffers under large amounts of image variation. Proposed in this paper is a method
for improving upon SYBA to make it invariant to rotation and scale image variations. Included in
this paper are applications that highlight the robustness of the new algorithm: detecting harmful
objects by using image correspondence between video feeds, and calculating the ground truth of a
ground vehicle using monocular visual odometry, etc.

1.1

Review of Existing Feature Detection, Description, and Matching Algorithms
The most widely used algorithms for prominent feature detection, description, and matching

include the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [11] and the Speeded-Up Robust Features
(SURF) algorithm [12]. Both SIFT and SURF use gradient magnitude and orientation
computations to generate a unique feature description. This method works well on intensity
images, and provides descriptions that are invariant to both rotation and scaling. However, these
robust descriptions come at the cost of complex computations which require an increased amount
of data storage and compute time. These algorithms are thus non-ideal for embedded platforms
that have limited resources and certain real-time applications. Of the two algorithms, SURF is
more commonly used, due to its use of integral images which cuts down on execution time.
However, the issue of data storage space remains as SURF uses a 64-element descriptor that
requires 256 bytes per feature description.
To counteract the storage costs, new binary feature descriptor algorithms have been
developed that require less space and utilize simple computations. Some examples include the
Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) [13, 14], Binary Robust Invariant
Scalable Keypoints (BRISK) [15], and Aggregated LOcal HAar (ALOHA) [16]. Most of these
algorithms benefit storage space and execution time, but it comes at the cost of description
robustness, feature matching accuracy, and number of matched features.
3

BRIEF consists of a binary string that contains the results of simple image intensity
comparisons at random pre-determined pixel locations. BRISK relies on configurable circular
sampling patterns from which it computes brightness comparisons to represent a binary descriptor.
ALOHA is based on a set of Haar-like pixel patterns defined within an image patch. It compares
the intensity of two pixel groups using 32 designed patterns. Overall, BRISK requires significantly
more computations and slightly more storage space than BRIEF and ALOHA but has more
accurate matching results. These algorithms use less complex feature detectors than SIFT and
SURF and provide much smaller descriptions.
A new version of BRIEF called ORB, which stands for Oriented Fast and Rotated Brief,
has been developed [17]. ORB is designed to use a specific set of 256 learned pixel pairs selected
for reducing the correlation among the binary tests. The ORB descriptor requires only 32 bytes to
represent a feature point. ORB is designed to require orientation information that in some cases
affects its performance [17]. The BRIEF descriptor is easy to compute and efficient in the use of
memory. However, the major disadvantages of BRIEF is that its feature matching accuracy is
greatly reduced when dealing with severe image transformations. ORB addresses the issue of
image transformations relating to rotation which helps improve its performance.
Prior work done at the Robotics Vision Lab here at Brigham Young University, included the
BAsis Sparse-coding Inspired Similarity (BASIS) descriptor [18]. BASIS utilizes sparse coding to
provide a generic description of feature characteristics. An improved version of the algorithm was
also developed called the TreeBASIS descriptor [19, 20]. TreeBASIS creates a vocabulary tree
using a small sparse coding basis dictionary to partition a training set of feature region images.
This vocabulary tree is computed off-line and then stored in the algorithm for on-line descriptor
computation and matching. Matching descriptors between images is achieved by traversing the
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descriptor-paths of features from the first image and comparing each node to the descriptor-path
of the feature from the second image. The advantages of the TreeBASIS descriptor are a drastic
reduction in descriptor size as compared with the BASIS descriptor and improved accuracy. A
limitation with all these descriptors is that they do not perform well for long baselines, significant
viewing angle differences, and scaling variations.

1.2

Robust SYBA Feature Description and Matching
Originally developed by Alok Desai here at the Robotic Vision Lab in Brigham Young

University, SYBA focuses on using synthetic basis images overlaid onto a FRI to generate binary
numbers that uniquely describe the feature contained within the image region [21]. SYBA
compares and matches these values to find image correspondence. SYBA is described in more
detail in Chapter 2. To efficiently detect the location of the features, SYBA can be used in
conjunction with feature detection algorithms such as SIFT, or SURF to improve the process.
SYBA’s descriptor of a FRI is simplified, resulting in reduced space needed to describe
the FRI and time needed for comparison. Despite complexity benefits, final matching results of
SYBA can suffer due to variations in rotation, and scaling of an FRI in subsequent images. Given
the location of the features, SYBA grabs a fixed region size around the feature to generate the FRI.
If the features in one image only translated in location in the subsequent image, the pixels
contained in the FRI for the subsequent image would remain the same resulting in a very similar
descriptor value for matching. However, if the feature is rotated or scaled differently, the pixels
contained in the FRI of the subsequent image would be different or located at a different point in
the FRI. This results in a significantly different descriptor value compared to the first image which
produces poor matching results. Using affine feature points as shown in [21], points likely to
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deform in subsequent images can be removed, but this comes at the cost of potential matches and
reduces the percentage of features matched.
Detailed in this paper is a new method for improving the SYBA algorithm by making
SYBA rotation and scale invariant. Rotation invariance is achieved by manipulating the FRI in
each image such that the rotation of the FRI is normalized. Scale invariance can be achieved by
scaling the FRI to different scales and comparing the FRI of the first image to the different scaled
versions of the next. Using these methods, SYBA’s matching accuracy and total number of
matches is greatly improved. It is shown using self-generated rotation and scaling datasets that this
new robust form of SYBA, or rSYBA, produces significantly more matches as well as more
accurate matches in comparison. rSYBA is shown to outperform mainstream algorithms such as
SURF and BRIEF on mainstream datasets, such as the Oxford dataset [22]. These datasets contain
images that test the different image variances to different degrees. rSYBA and its comparison
against SYBA and mainstream algorithms can be found in Chapter 3.

1.3

Applications of the Robust SYBA Descriptor Implementation
To highlight the accuracy and robustness of rSYBA, it was used in computer vision

applications that required a high number of accurate feature matches. Computer vision applications
were selected that included a large amount of rotation and scaling image variation to highlight the
robustness of the improved algorithm.
In Chapter 4 we utilize rSYBA to compute the correspondence between two recorded videos.
The videos consist of an aerial view of a UAV directed towards the ground. The videos are
simulations generated by modeling software. The camera position between frames include large
amounts of camera rotation and translation to simulate real-world UAV positioning. rSYBA is
used to find the correspondence between the two fly-by videos of a UAV along terrain. This
6

correspondence is then used to see if any new objects or changes were introduced compared to the
first fly-by.
In Chapter 5 we utilize rSYBA to find the camera positioning during a video sequence of a
ground vehicle using images from an industry standard dataset. To find the ground truth, large
amounts of correct feature matches evenly distributed about the image must be found. Monocular
visual odometry methods were employed, along with drift reduction, to find an accurate
description of the camera pose using these feature matches. While most applications focus on the
two-dimensional positioning of the camera, this application focuses on the real world threedimensional positioning of the camera. This adds a new layer of complexity where an additional
dimension can introduce more error in the positioning.
In Chapter 6 we use rSYBA in conjunction with a feature-based image stitching algorithm
to generate panoramic images. The quality of the images being stitched together vary greatly in
terms of lighting, content, angle, and scale. Results are taken using a common image stitching
dataset and panoramic results were compared to results taken with other common feature
descriptor algorithms.

1.4

Overview
In summary, Chapter 2 presents a detailed explanation of the SYBA feature description

algorithm and its limitations. In Chapter 3 we present the robust implementation of SYBA, which
is termed rSYBA, and how it addresses the limitations discussed in the prior Chapter. Included are
the experimental results comparing rSYBA and SYBA with generated rotation and scaling
datasets. Also included are experimental results comparing rSYBA to mainstream algorithms
BRISK and SURF on the well-known Oxford Affine dataset. In Chapter 4 we introduce an
application for object detecting by finding the correspondence between two videos using rSYBA.
7

This is designed for the use of detecting harmful objects in a real-life surveillance application. In
Chapter 5 we use rSYBA to find the position of a camera on a ground vehicle. This positioning is
found in three dimensions. Results are shown using the well-known KITTI dataset. In Chapter 6
we use rSYBA to correlate and stitch images together to generate a panoramic image. Results are
shown using a common image stitching dataset. Conclusions are given in Chapter 7, along with
concepts for future research.
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2

2.1

SYBA FEATURE DESCRIPTION ALGORITHM

Motivations, Overview, and Contributions
Current mainstream feature detection algorithms, such as SIFT and SURF, are successful in

generating enough correct feature matches between images for most applications. As shown in
[21], these applications require large and complex descriptions which require a large amount of
storage space and utilize costly operations. To address these issues, binary feature descriptor
algorithms were developed such as BRISK, BRIEF, and ORB [15, 13-14, 17]. These algorithms
focus on using a compressed description as well as simple operations to try to improve the
execution time and storage consumption of an algorithm. This allows these algorithms to be
applied towards real-time applications and allows them to be implemented on an embedded
platform with limited resources. To compete with these algorithms, Alok Desai implemented the
SYBA algorithm [21]. SYBA focuses on using synthetic basis images (SBIs) overlaid on a FRI to
generate binary numbers that uniquely describe the feature contained within the image region.
SYBA compares and matches these values to find image correspondence. SYBA focusses on
concepts with compressed sensing theory to generate the binary description. SYBA also has a
unique matching scheme that produces accurate feature matches. It is shown that SYBA can
compete with other feature descriptor algorithms and can generate accurate matches under small
amounts of image variation between frames as shown [21]. However, these results suffer under
large amounts of image variation, especially with regards to image rotation and scaling.
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2.2

Compressed Sensing Theory
The concept behind compressed sensing theory is that you can achieve an accurate

representation of a signal or image through sub-sampling. The basis of this idea was proved by
Candes, Tao, and Donoho in 2004 [23, 24]. This research demonstrates that a signal may be
reconstructed with fewer samples than Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [24]. This concept can
be applied to describing an FRI: by sub-sampling the FRI using synthetic basis functions, as
introduced by Anderson in [25], we can obtain an accurate descriptor value of that region. This
concept is the basis of SYBA.

2.3

SYBA Feature Description Algorithm
The SYBA algorithm is used for uniquely describing and matching an FRI containing a

feature within an image but not for detecting that feature’s location. Thus, a feature detection
algorithm is used in conjunction with SYBA to perform the feature detection, description, and
matching required in most applications. For the experiments discussed in this paper, the feature
detection methods employed by SURF were used to find the feature point locations within an
image. SYBA follows the compressed sensing theory in [25] where it describes a signal using a
synthetic basis function.
To start the algorithm computation, the FRI is binarized based on the average intensity of
the image region. This helps to make the algorithm lighting invariant. The pixels contained in the
FRI can then accurately be described by overlaying a Synthetic Basis Image (SBI) over the region.
An example of an SBI can be seen in Figure 2-1.
An SBI is an image of the same size as a sub-region of the FRI with randomly generated
white and black pixels. As noted above, the synthetic basis function is described in [25]. The
number of black pixels is equivalent to half the region size plus one (assuming odd region
10

dimensions). The synthetic basis image is then overlaid on the FRI to generate a “similarity” value.
Wherever a black pixel on the synthetic basis image coincides with the binarized FRI causes the
descriptor value to be incremented. The number of corresponding locations is tallied to generate a
total descriptor value corresponding to the SBI used. The descriptor values for each SBI are then
combined to form the overall FRI descriptor value. A visual of how the descriptor value is
generated can be seen in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-1. A 5x5 Synthetic Basis Image

The number of synthetic basis images required to accurately describe a FRI, as shown in
[24], is given by the equation:
𝑁

𝑀 = 𝐶(𝐾 ∗ ln (𝐾 )).

(2-1)

Where N is the size of the region, K is equivalent to the number of white pixels, C represents
rounding to the nearest integer, and M is the number of SBI images needed to accurately describe
the image region.
In the example shown in Figure 2-2, there are thirty-six, 55 sub-regions in a 3030 FRI.
Using equation 2-1 we find that nine SBIs are needed to accurately describe a 55 sub-region, with
4 bits being needed to represent the hit count per SBI (due to 13 being the max hit count). Thus,
to accurately describe the 3030 region, 4936 bits are needed, which equates to 1296 bits per
11

FRI. This count is less than the number of bits required to describe the gradients used in SIFT and
SURF which requires 256 bytes or 2048 bits [21]. The example shown in Figure 2-2 also
demonstrates the ideal FRI and SBI dimensions to produce the best matching accuracy [21].

Figure 2-2. SYBA Similarity Measure: A 3030 FRI is divided into 36 5×5 sub regions. Nine 5×5
SBIs are subjected to NOR logic to find coinciding black pixels. The sum is taken of the output to
find the descriptor value, in this example the sum is 8.

2.4

SYBA Feature Matching Algorithm
Euclidean distances are often used as comparison metrics for comparing feature descriptors,

but such a comparison requires complicated operations such as multiplication and square root.
Therefore, SYBA uses the L1 norm equation to evaluate how well two features match. The L1
norm is computed by the following equation:
𝑑 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1,𝑗=1 |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 |.
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(2-2)

where xi is the descriptor of a feature point in the first image, and yj is the descriptor of a feature
point in the second image and d is the L1 norm. The value n represents the total number of regions
used for feature description. For a 5×5 grid and a 30×30 FRI, n = 36. The smallest value of d
represents the least difference in descriptor values and the best feature match. Here is an example
of the computation of d as shown in [21]:
5 4 6 6 6 4 5 6 7…2 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
5 3 7 6 6 4 5 5 7…1 5 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
.
∑(0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0…1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0)=5

(2-3)

At the feature matching stage, each descriptor in the first image goes through this computation
to compare with all the descriptors in the second image. The L1 norm is computed for every feature
compared against the subsequent features in the second image. Of the L1 values computed against
the feature in the second image, the minimum is found resulting in the best matched feature.
However, for the pair to be uniquely matched the computed best match for the corresponding
feature in the second image must also match back to the feature in the first image. In other words,
the features must be each-others’ best match. Otherwise, no match is made for the feature. This
results in more accurate matches than those found with BRIEF, BRISK, and ORB as shown in
[21]. The matched features are also ranked based on the difference in L1 norm values between the
best match and the second-best match against the second image. The larger the distance between
the best and the second-best matches the more likely the match was a unique match. Thresholds
can be put into place to reject matched pairs with a small difference in L1 norm matching distances
between the second-best matches. This results in fewer matched pairs but higher matched
precision.

13

2.5

Algorithm Flow
As mentioned previously, SYBA is used in conjunction with feature detection algorithms to

find the feature point location of all the features contained within an image. A 30x30 FRI is then
extracted given the feature point locations. A fixed number of SBI’s are then overlaid over each
unique FRI to compute the descriptor value for each FRI. From this we have the feature descriptor
values for each image. We can then use the L1 norm to compare the descriptions, and find the best
matched features using the uniqueness matching scheme detailed earlier. A visual depiction of the
algorithm flow can be seen in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3. The flowchart of the SYBA descriptor algorithm

2.6

SYBA Limitations
While SYBA results in less space and complexity when describing features and maintains

accurately matched features, the number of matched features is lower than that of SIFT and SURF
with images containing large amounts of image variation. The accuracy can also suffer given a
14

significant amount of image variation. This is because SYBA can suffer from variations between
images should the image rotate or scale differently between image one and two; the FRI that the
synthetic basis images overlays over would be fundamentally different, resulting in high L1 norm
differences. To increase the number of matches, the FRI that the synthetic basis images overlay
must be normalized such that there are no differences in angle or scale of the feature contained
therein.
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3

3.1

ROBUST SYBA ALGORITHM

Altered Algorithm Flow
A new updated algorithmic flow of SYBA uses the same flow as SYBA, except that the FRI

is pre-processed. The FRI regions are scaled and rotated such that the descriptions can be
normalized during the pre-processing step. The altered process flow can be seen in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1. The flowchart of the rSYBA descriptor algorithm

3.2

Scale Invariance
To achieve scale invariance, methods similar to SIFT and SURF are employed. The input

image is re-scaled to different scale factors while the FRI dimensions and location within the image
remain constant. This will result in several FRIs corresponding to the same feature point location.
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A descriptor value is generated for each of the generated FRIs. Matching then selects the best
match from the scaled features. A visual representation of this process can be seen in Figure 3-2.
The scale difference that can occur between two consecutive frames is usually small; thus rSYBA
applications shown in this paper use a scale factor range from .8 to 1.2 with .1 scaling intervals.
This results in 5 FRIs being generated for a single detected FRI.

Figure 3-2. Illustration of how generating scaled FRIs achieves scale invariance

Depending on the application, the range of the scale factor and intervals can be adjusted.
The scale factor can greatly affect performance of this application as the more FRI’s are used the
larger the number of description comparisons per image. Thus, the scale factor range and intervals
are optimized depending on the application. Most modern cameras operate at 30~120 frames per
second, thus the range and scale can be cut down quite significantly as the scale factor change
between frames is limited at high frame rates.
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3.3

Rotation Invariance
SIFT and SURF both utilize image gradients and their orientations to describe the FRI.

Because of this, they can calculate the dominant gradient orientation of the region and normalize
the descriptor value by subtracting that dominant orientation from the descriptor. This makes the
description rotation invariant.
For rSYBA, the dominant gradient orientation for the FRI is computed using methods similar
to SIFT [11]. As shown in [11] the gradient value and orientation at each pixel location is computed
using the following equations:
𝑚(𝑥, 𝑦) = √(𝐿(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) − 𝐿(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦))2 + (𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) − 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1))2,
(𝐿(𝑥,𝑦+1)−𝐿(𝑥,𝑦−1))

𝜃(𝑥, 𝑦) = tan−1((𝐿(𝑥+1,𝑦)−𝐿(𝑥−1,𝑦)))

(3-1)
(3-2)

where m represents the gradient magnitude, and 𝜃 represents the gradient orientation, and
L represents the grayscale pixel value at location x, y within an image. For hardware applications,
instead of using the costly multiplication, square root, and tangent operations, a Gaussian kernel
can be applied to the image to find the gradient magnitude and orientation. Using these values, a
histogram is generated with each element corresponding to a range of gradient orientations. This
histogram can be seen in Figure 3-3.
The range for the elements can vary depending on the application; in general use cases a
range of 10 degrees is sufficient. The corresponding orientation element in the histogram is then
incremented by an amount proportional to the gradient magnitude. After computing the gradient,
orientation, and corresponding histogram for the FRI, the max of the histogram gives the dominant
gradient orientation.
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Figure 3-3. Example generated histogram for a FRI. The x axis corresponds to the gradient
orientation while the y axis corresponds to the accumulated gradient magnitude.

Using this orientation, the FRI is physically back-rotated by the amount indicated by the
dominant orientation. Equations for rotation transformations of an image are as follows:
𝑥2 = cos 𝜃 ∗ (𝑥1 − 𝑥0 ) − sin 𝜃 ∗ (𝑦1 − 𝑦0 ) + 𝑥0 ,

(3-3)

𝑦2 = sin 𝜃 ∗ (𝑥1 − 𝑥0 ) + cos 𝜃 ∗ (𝑦1 − 𝑦0 ) + 𝑦0 ,

(3-4)

where 𝑥2 and 𝑦2 correspond to the re-mapped coordinates of the pixel, 𝜃 corresponds to the
rotation angle, 𝑥0 and 𝑦0 correspond to the center coordinates of the rotation region, and 𝑥1 and 𝑦1
correspond to the pixel being mapped. For a hardware implementation, the multiplication of a
cosine or sine of an image location can be represented with a look-up table. The size of the image
is bounded (usually less than 2000 pixels in one dimension) and the angle degrees for the dominant
orientation are fixed at 10-degree intervals; thus, a maximum of 36 possible angle values can be
found. For an 8-bit memory cell, the sin and cosine look-up table can be represented with, at most,
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36*2000 = 72 kB of memory. Surrounding pixels are included around the FRI such that when the
region is rotated no information is lost. The region is also cropped such that the rotated image fits
within the FRI dimensions. Rotation invariance is achieved through this method as the matching
FRI’s are rotated to approximately the same normalized orientation. This process can be seen in
Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. Visual of an input image being rotated and cropped

Like SIFT, if there is an orientation found that is within the 80% range of the max orientation using
the histogram a second rotated FRI is generated. This percentage value can be adjusted based on
the application to reduce the number of generated rotated FRI’s. If the application has a large
amount of rotation between frames, a lower percentage is recommended. This is done to account
for any sort of noise or distortions that would shift the dominant gradient values.

3.4

Experimental Results
To prove that this robust version of SYBA, or rSYBA, results in improvement under

significant amounts of rotation and scaling image variation, two sets of experiments were
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performed. Two datasets were used to compare the matching accuracy of SYBA and rSYBA as
well as comparing rSYBA to mainstream algorithms such as BRIEF and SURF. The first dataset
is the BYU Scaling and Rotation dataset. The dataset consists of an image that is consistently
scaled larger, and rotated at an increasing angle. Since the image is the same, just subjected to
increasing variations, an ideal algorithm would match all features accurately. The second dataset
is the Oxford Affine dataset [22]. The Oxford Affine dataset consists of image sequences that were
designed to test the robustness of feature descriptor algorithms with image perturbations such as
blurring, lighting variation, viewpoint change, zoom and rotation, and image compression. Since
this application focuses primarily on rotation and scaling, the zoom and rotation image sequence
was used for testing.
To quantify the merit of one algorithm versus another, the common metrics of recall and
precision were used. Precision and recall are computed as follows:
precision =
and recall =

The Total Number of Correct Feature Matches

,

(3-5)

.

(3-6)

The Total Number of Matches Found
The Total Number of Correct Feature Matches
The Total Number of Possible Matches

Using these metrics, we can get an approximation of how accurate the feature matches are as well
as the efficiency of the algorithm in producing feature matches. This is slightly different than prior
methods used in [21] as results focused primarily on precision. For this study, we are looking at
both precision and recall.
For these experiments, the ground truth is unknown as to the total number of possible
matches. Since SYBA and rSYBA are feature description algorithms, the proper comparison
would be to compare the final matching results and not the metrics regarding feature detection
efficiency. Therefore, the same feature locations were input into each algorithm keeping the total
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number of possible matches constant across each algorithm. While the ground truth to the total
number of possible matches remains unknown, since this metric remains constant across all
algorithms, it is simpler to just compare the total number of correct matches.
To determine the correctness of the final matched feature pairs between the images, the
homography matrix was used [21]. We can use the matched pairs to find the homography matrix,
which transforms the image points in one image to their corresponding locations in the second
image. The following equation shows this:
p2 = H ∗ p1 ,

(3-7)

where H is the homography matrix, 𝑝1is the point in the first image, and 𝑝2 is the point in the
second image. Outliers and incorrect matches are filtered out in the computation of the
homography matrix using the RANSAC algorithm [27]. Using the homography matrix, we
transform the points in the first image to their corresponding location in the second image. To
determine if a match is correct, the matched feature point must be within a certain range of the
mapped feature point. For these experiments, the error bound was set to 5 pixels.

3.4.1 BYU Rotation and Scaling Dataset Results
As mentioned previously, the BYU rotation and scaling datasets consist of two sets of
images. Both sets of images contain a set of color images that are all copies of the same image.
For the first sequence, these copies are scaled to version of the original image. For the second
sequence, the copies are all rotations of the original image. While the rotated images have different
dimensions compared to the original image, the image contained in the rotated image contains the
same image dimensions as the original. This is illustrated with the example images in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5. First 5 images in the BYU Rotation Sequence

For detecting the feature points, the SURF feature detection algorithm was used with both
SYBA and rSYBA. Approximately 300 final features were detected for each image. Features
detected at the edge of the image were filtered as they are the most likely to be incorrect matches
due to kernel filtering. Features were then matched using SYBA and rSYBA. Feature matches
were ranked based on the L1 norm distance as well as the distance to the next best match. The
smaller the L1 norm distance and the larger the distance to the second-best match resulted in a
larger confidence of being a good match. This method of ranking matches is similar to that used
with SIFT and SURF.
The results for the scaling sequence demonstrated a significant improvement from SYBA to
rSYBA, especially comparing images with a significant scale change compared to the original
image. All comparisons were made against the baseline original image and the copy images with
increasing scale differences. Visual results can be seen in Figure 3-6 (rSYBA) and Figure 3-7
(SYBA). In the following figures, the yellow lines indicate correct matches.
The results for the rotation sequence also demonstrated a significant improvement from
SYBA to rSYBA. This is especially true as the rotation increased from the original. Visual Results
can be seen in Figure 3-8 (rSYBA) and Figure 3-9 (SYBA).
Table results can be found of all the computed metrics for SYBA and rSYBA in Table 3-1
and Table 3-2 for each image comparison in each sequence. Recall is computed assuming the total
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possible number of matches is equivalent to the feature count. As stated before, recall is still an
accurate comparison as the total number of possible matches remains constant across both
algorithms.

Figure 3-6. Matching results of rSYBA comparing original image to left) .8 scale factor image
right) 1.2 scale factor image

Figure 3-7. Matching results of SYBA comparing original image to left) .8 scale factor image
right) 1.2 scale factor image

Figure 3-8. Matching Results of rSYBA comparing original image to left) 5 degree angle change
image right) 10 degree angle change image
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Figure 3-9. Matching Results of rSYBA comparing original image to left) 5 degree angle change
image right) 10 degree angle change image
Table 3-1. Metrics Scale Image Sequence
Scale

Feature

rSYBA

SYBA

rSYBA

SYBA

rSYBA

SYBA

rSYBA

SYBA

Count

Matches

Matches

Correct

Correct

precision (%)

precision

recall

recall

Matches

Matches

(%)

(%)

(%)

0.8

300

185

30

166

8

89.72

26.66

55.51

2.67

0.9

300

222

67

211

44

95.04

65.67

70.56

14.71

1.05

300

249

111

237

101

95.18

90.99

79.26

33.77

1.1

300

234

81

221

61

94.44

75.30

73.91

20.40

1.2

300

217

44

201

21

92.62

47.72

67.22

7.02

Table 3-2. Metrics Rotation Image Sequence
Angle

Feature

rSYBA

SYBA

rSYBA

SYBA

rSYBA

SYBA

rSYBA

SYBA

Count

Matches

Matches

Correct

Correct

precision (%)

precision

recall

recall

Matches

Matches

(%)

(%)

(%)

5

300

203

74

190

59

93.59

79.72

63.54

19.73

7

300

160

35

139

9

86.88

25.71

46.48

3.01

10

300

175

33

162

18

92.57

54.54

54.18

6.02

15

300

150

20

137

9

91.33

45

45.81

3.02

As shown by the tables, rSYBA provides a significant increase compared to SYBA with
regards to final recall as well as precision. On average across the test cases for the rotation dataset,
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rSYBA improved recall percentage by 44.6% and precision by 39.9%. On average across the test
cases for the scaling dataset, rSYBA improved recall percentage by 53.6% and precision by 32.1%.
The argument could be made that for most applications, between image frames, only small
amounts of image variation occur. The BYU rotation and scaling dataset was used for a variety of
test cases, both with large and small quantities of image variation and rSYBA still improved the
matching precision as well as recall. This is due to the generated feature descriptions that distort
the detected FRI in the second image, as detailed in sections 3.2 and 3.3 possibly providing a closer
match to the original FRI in the first image.
Overall precision of rSYBA and SYBA was also compared. The argument can be made that
matching algorithms can be adjusted to provide for more matches and thus improve recall and
potentially precision. To provide an accurate precision comparison, we compute the matching
precision for each corresponding number of correct matches. To normalize the comparison
between algorithms, we use the following equation:
Precision =

X Number of Correct Matches

.

Number of Matches Needed to Produce X Correct Matches

(3-9)

This way precision can be compared irrespective of the number of correct matches the
algorithm produces. For this comparison, these precision metrics were calculated for each
algorithm applied to each image with differing amounts of image variation. Results of this
investigation, as well as a visual comparison of the final total number of correct matches, for each
sequence can be seen in Figure 3-10 (scaling) and Figure 3-11 (rotation).
Data analysis results support that rSYBA will consistently outperform SYBA even if the
algorithms are forced to match all possible features (irrespective of matching thresholds). The data
trends shown in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 support this finding. It is of note, the dips at the
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beginning of the graph are due to an incorrect match detected early in the data acquisition when
the total number match count is low. Despite these dips, the trends smooth and integrate out over
time as the match count increases. Matches were ranked based on L1 norm distances as discussed
previously. These graphs show the trend until the matching algorithm can no longer produce any
matches, which is represented by the sudden drop of precision to 0.

3.4.2 Oxford Affine Dataset Results
The Oxford Affine dataset contains image sequences designed specifically to test the
robustness of a feature detection, description, and matching algorithm. There are image sequences
corresponding to variations in blurring, lighting, viewpoint, zoom, rotation, and image
compression. For the purposes of comparing rSYBA to mainstream algorithms the zoom and
rotation image sequence was used. The sequence contains images of a boat at a dock. The
viewpoint of the boat changes as the camera is progressively rotated and moved farther away from
the boat. The sequence contains a set of six images with the last image containing the most amount
of variation. Images from this dataset can be seen in Figure 3-12.
rSYBA was also compared with mainstream SURF and BRISK algorithms using the same
methodologies as Section 3.4.1. To reiterate, the same feature point locations were input into each
algorithm to make a consistent comparison. These algorithms were selected due their specific use
advantages: SURF is the most widely used feature detection algorithm and contains aspects which
account for rotation and scaling variance between images. BRISK is a commonly used compressed
feature description algorithm. Both BRISK and SURF were implemented using Matlab 2016 with
computer vision toolboxes [53]. By selecting these two algorithms for comparison against rSYBA,
we are comparing a compressed sensing algorithm as well as a commonly used fast and robust
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Figure 3-11. Precision comparison of SYBA and rSYBA for the Rotation image sequence
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Figure 3-10. Precision comparison of SYBA and rSYBA for the Scale image sequence

algorithm. The matching results for rSYBA, SURF, and BRISK can be seen in Figure 3-13, Figure
3-14, and Figure 3-15 respectively. Yellow lines indicate a correct match.

Figure 3-12. First three images in the Oxford Affine Boat sequence

Figure 3-13. rSYBA matching results between image 1 and image 2 in the Oxford boat sequence

Figure 3-14. SURF matching results between image 1 and image 2 in the Oxford boat sequence
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Figure 3-15. BRISK matching results between image 1 and image 2 in the Oxford boat sequence

The metrics for the output of each of these algorithms can be seen in Table 3-3. The table is
indexed using the image number instead of the quantity of rotation or scaling variance between
images. The larger the image number in the sequence the larger the variation between the first
image in the sequence compared to the current image.
Table 3-3. Metrics Boat Image Sequence
Image

Feature rSYBA
Count

SURF

BRISK

rSYBA

Matches Matches Matches Correct

SURF

BRISK

rSYBA

SURF

BRISK

rSYBA SURF

Correct

Correct

precision precision precision recall

BRISK

recall

Recall

Matches Matches Matches (%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

2

500

197

70

30

190

62

30

90

89

100

35

12

6

3

500

171

13

0

139

2

0

89

15

0

30

3

0

Based on the results, rSYBA continues to produce a larger quantity of matches; however,
BRISK has a slightly better precision. This is a result of the description method BRISK employs.
While BRISK is similar to SURF in its matching methodology, it uses a different description
algorithm. BRISK uses random sampling of its FRI to generate a descriptor value as shown in
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[15]. While this accurately describes the FRI, since the description is sub-sampled, the potential
variation between descriptions is larger resulting in fewer matches but those that are matched are
very accurate. This can also be seen in the precision comparisons shown in Figure 3-16.
Overall, although with higher precision, BRISK did not produce enough matches for most
applications. In comparison, rSYBA produced a significant higher number of matches and
maintained a high level of precision as compared to SURF and BRISK. This demonstrates that
rSYBA can improve results as compared with mainstream algorithms in applications that contain
a large amount of image variation.

Figure 3-16. Precision comparison of rSYBA, SURF, and BRISK for the Boat image sequence
3.5

Discussion
In this chapter, we have introduced an improved version of SYBA, called rSYBA. In this

new methodology, we created scaled FRI’s which are then rotation normalized to the dominant
orientation of the feature region. This serves to make SYBA rotation and scaling invariant. Since
we are also generating augmented variations of each FRI, it is also shown that rSYBA produces a
larger quantity of accurate matches as compared to SYBA. This holds true even for applications
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that do not contain a large amount of image variation. These experimental results were shown in
section 3.4.
Comparisons were made between SYBA and rSYBA where data results highlighted the
improved performance of rSYBA especially when image rotation and scaling was significant. The
results in [21] can be used to compare SYBA against mainstream algorithms, and a general
comparison of SYBA and rSYBA can be found in section 3.4.1.
While rSYBA produces great benefits on overall precision and recall, it generates a large
number of FRI’s due to the rotation and scaling. Thus, the amount of storage consumption and
execution time can possibly be larger than SYBA. However, the number of extraneous FRI’s can
be minimized by selecting hyperparameters, such that the scale and max orientation range are
optimized for the application. Furthermore, greater strides in embedded semiconductor technology
is facilitating larger on chip memory storage and greater capacity for parallel computations which
would allow for hardware acceleration of the process. This can be seen with the development of
the NVIDIA’s Jetson module and general advancements with GPU technology. rSYBA uses
computations that are highly parallelizable such as the comparisons between feature description
algorithms and the generating of the extraneous features. Opportunities for future research can
include implementing this form of rSYBA on an embedded semiconductor platform such as a GPU
or FPGA to realize real time execution.
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4

4.1

OBJECT DETECTION

Motivations
On October 31st 2016, a Colonial Pipeline mainline in Shelby County, Alabama, exploded

after accidentally being hit by a track hoe. One worker died at the scene, and 5 others were
hospitalized, with one of those workers dying a month later. It is a requirement that gas companies
keep constant maintenance on their gas pipelines and one of the largest causes of destruction and
maintenance is unauthorized construction in or around the buried pipelines. It is an ever-present
issue that civilians who engage in personal construction projects can unintentionally do harm or
damage to a pipeline while digging and / or building. To counteract this, most companies will hire
personnel to fly along pipeline routes and record video footage of the route. This footage is then
viewed to ensure that no new construction or changes have occurred to the pipeline since the prior
fly-by. If construction or digging is identified, the involved parties are found and notified of the
danger.
Considerable amount of revenue and personnel resource is invested to do the fly-bys and
manual viewing of the video footage. Money needs to be invested to rent the aerial vehicle, pay
for fuel, and distribute wages. It is proposed in this chapter that a method for automating this
process of detecting construction objects, such as backhoes, using unmanned aerial vehicles and
image feature matching and description such as rSYBA can be used. Concepts discussed in this
chapter can be extended to general object detection using video differencing.
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4.2

Execution
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been growing in popularity in recent years.

Quadcopters and drones have been developed that are cheap to buy with open source flight
software. As a result, UAV’s have also become increasingly popular to be used for many flight
applications, especially for surveillance as it is simple to carry a small camera as a payload. For
backhoe detection, it is proposed that an unmanned aerial vehicle carrying a camera is sufficient
for observation as opposed to a manned aerial vehicle.
For proof of concept, a video was created through simulation of a possible route a UAV
could take following a buried pipeline. The video was created by using the Terragen 3D modeling
software [28]. Terragen was used to create a 3D environment of a neighborhood, using common
structures such as trees, roads, and houses, etc. Real world noise such as lighting and distortion
between image frames were considered during the modeling process. Frames were taken using an
aerial top down view of the models, giving the same view a real-world UAV would generate.
Example images for the video are shown in Figure 4-1.
For this application, image sequences and videos were created simulating different fly-bys.
A baseline sequence was taken following a pipeline route with a wide variety of models as
mentioned prior. Subsequent sequences were taken following the same route, with increasing
variation in flight path. The only thing assumed is that there is sufficient overlap in the flight paths
compared to the baseline allowing for correlation to be found between the two fly-bys. The
baseline sequence also included a backhoe model to determine whether the construction object
could be successfully found.
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Figure 4-1. Sample images from the baseline run with backhoe included

4.2.1 Prior Work
Template matching [29], using a mixture of Gaussians [30, 31], or frame differencing are
all well-known methods for detection of objects with a non-stationary camera. Template matching
works well with a stationary camera but not with a moving camera. Another drawback associated
with template matching is that user input is needed to select a new template every time a new
object is introduced to the image frames. Additionally, tracking is easily disrupted when template
matching fails. Using a mixture of Gaussians is another approach for the detection of moving
objects. This works well in many cases, but backgrounds having fast variations are not accurately
modeled with just a few Gaussian equations. It can also be costly in terms of complex operations
such as floating-point multiplication and division.
Absolute differencing between two frames is another simple object tracking method. By
taking the comparison between frames of two separate videos, and differencing the two images
any object irrespective of shape, size, or type can be found. This benefit makes absolute
differencing ideal for the detection application of construction objects, as we want to detect any
new form of construction around a location. To find absolute differences between frames, it is
necessary to transform the image first, as the images need to align as closely as possible for an
accurate difference image. To achieve an accurate alignment, a high number of correct image
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feature matches are needed to find the best image correspondence. If too many bad matches are
introduced or not enough correct feature matches are found, noise is introduced into the difference
image which can result in an incorrect positive of a new object found. Like the methods employed
in [1] with the UAV target tracking, the main objective is to find as accurate a homography matrix
as possible, resulting in an accurate image transform for image differencing.

4.2.2 Algorithm Flow
For detecting image correspondence of a UAV flight path, rSYBA is a good fit as a feature
descriptor algorithm. With a UAV flight path, there is a large amount of rotation and scaling
variation between frames, which would make it difficult to match features. Furthermore, the image
sequences generated from simulation include greater variation between flight paths, making
matching even more difficult. Thus, rSYBA is ideal as the feature descriptor algorithm in
conjunction with SURF as the feature detector algorithm for this application.
Like the methods used in Chapter 3, the homography matrix can be found by using many
accurate feature matches. The homography matrix is computed with inliers found using the
RANSAC algorithm [27] and then used to map pixels to the subsequent image to find the absolute
difference. If the homography is accurate, the results of taking the difference of the mapped image
and the subsequent image will be 0 on the overlapping image regions (assuming similar intensity
values). If a new object is introduced in a frame, the difference image will be completely black
except where the object is located.
To filter any sort of noise introduced due to small amounts of error with the homography
matrix, morphological operations as well as thresholding are used. The morphological operations
employed for this application consist of two steps: erosion and dilation. Erosion reduces the square
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area of clustered white pixels while dilation does the opposite. By eroding several iterations and
then dilating, small clusters of white pixel noise will be removed from the difference image. This
technique used in conjunction with general thresholding (as noise will often have a low pixel
difference value compared to a new object) decreases the likelihood for false positive matches
within an image.

4.3

Application Results
To demonstrate, two image sequences are used in comparison to the baseline image sequence

which contains a backhoe model. The first and second sequences have progressively larger
amounts of variation between flight paths compared to the baseline model. A general comparison
of the two UAV paths and the baseline path can be seen in Figure 4-2.
The larger the change in flight path, the more difficult it will be in finding the correlation
between the baseline path and the paths containing the backhoe, as fewer overlapping regions
occur. This is due to larger amounts of translation and rotation between paths. Testing was done
with SYBA and rSYBA to determine whether the backhoe could be detected accurately. Runs
with a larger distortion between paths are indicated by a larger video index as shown in Figure
4-2.
When a path of larger distortion was tested with Run #3, SYBA was unable to produce
enough matches to give accurate results. This was due to the large amount of rotation and
translation between the baseline run and Run #3. The homography matrix generated was
inaccurate, resulting in too much noise between frames. When rSYBA was tested
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Figure 4-2. Positioning in relevance to the baseline

with the same sequence, it produced a larger number of accurate matches and thus a more
accurate homography matrix for Run #3, giving better overall results compared to SYBA.
Matching results for each run can be seen in Figure 4-3, where inliers indicate the number of
accurate feature matches for each frame. Features that do not map to within 5 square pixels of
their matched location are filtered out and considered a bad match. Image difference results with
frames containing the backhoe for each run can be seen in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5, where the
backhoe can be clearly identified.

4.4

Discussion
For the backhoe object detection application, a feature detection algorithm that is invariant

to large amounts of rotation and translation is proven to be necessary to obtain accurate results.
The data results support this argument as SYBA was unable to produce accurate results for larger
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Figure 4-3. Matching results with each frame for SYBA, rSYBA, and SURF
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Figure 4-4. Image diff results for left) SYBA middle) SURF right) rSYBA for Run #2

Figure 4-5. Image diff results for left) SYBA middle) SURF right) rSYBA for Run #3

amounts of image variation between runs, while rSYBA was successful. The backhoe application
is just one example out of many other potential opportunities where rSYBA can be successfully
used for feature description with image differencing to solve problems.
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5

5.1

VISUAL ODOMETRY

Motivations
Monocular Visual Odometry (VO) is an algorithm which calculates a camera’s positioning

by using its input images. VO is a key component in many robotic vision applications and
algorithms, which include Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [32, 33], visual
servoing [34], spacecraft altitude control [35], and computing structure from motion [36], etc. Due
to its many applications, VO has been successfully applied to many fields such as transportation
[37], space exploration [37, 38], and consumer products [39].
With VO, the pose of a camera is estimated by examining how image features transform
in subsequent frames [40]. To find accurate camera positioning, the external environment of the
camera must contain: sufficient illumination, a static scene, enough distinguishable image features,
and sufficient scene overlap between frames. By satisfying these conditions, many image feature
matches can be found, which gives more accurate information of how the image transforms. With
robust feature detection and description algorithms, applications with more complex scenes which
don’t always follow the environment criteria discussed above become feasible.
Navigation is one of the most essential components to autonomous vehicle development,
making unmanned vehicle navigation algorithms popular and widely researched topics. Major
automotive companies such as Tesla, Ford, BMW, and Chevy are just a few examples of major
companies doing research and development with autonomous vehicle navigation. A key
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requirement to navigate with a vehicle, is the estimation of its positioning relative to the
environment. To find this positioning, typical solutions include using inertial measurement units
(IMUs) to determine the rotation and the acceleration of a vehicle in combination with global
positioning sensors (GPS) to calculate the vehicle positioning within the environment. But in GPS
signal denied environments, such as underwater, space, indoors, aerial, or certain urban locations,
VO has great value in finding vehicular positioning as it requires no external signals. Thus, for
most complex autonomous vehicle applications, VO is used in conjunction with sensor data to get
the most accurate camera positioning results.
In this chapter, we describe the development of a VO application to detect the 3D camera
positioning with a ground vehicle. Our method uses the newly developed rSYBA feature descriptor
algorithm to obtain accurate feature matches to be used in the VO application. Additional to the
normal VO algorithm, drift reduction is also used as introduced in [41]. This drift reduction
algorithm will be discussed in greater detail in later sections. Additionally, we compare our 3D
camera positioning results using rSYBA with results taken using the mainstream feature detector
algorithm SURF. Results were taken using the industry standard VO dataset called KITTI [51].

5.2

Related Work
The first approach for estimating camera positioning from visual data was established by

Moravec [42] for a structure from motion application in 1980. Since then, a variety of methods
have been proposed for finding camera positioning. These methods mostly rely on inter-frame
feature matching using feature detectors and descriptors, such as VO in [40]. In most literature,
mainstream feature detector and descriptor algorithms such as SIFT [11] and SURF [12] are used.
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These algorithms were selected because of their ability to match features in environments with
large amounts of image variance.
Since positioning builds on prior results, error can compound and result in significant error
the longer the image sequence. This error is commonly referred to as drift. Well-known methods
for drift reduction are SLAM and Bundle Adjustment (BA). The idea behind the SLAM algorithms
[43, 44] is to reduce the drift by detecting loop-closure when the same scene occurs more than
once. Davison et al. first proposed a SLAM method called monoSLAM [44] which is an
improvement to SLAM. It uses inverse depth parameterization to describe features. However,
because this algorithm is founded on repeating scenes, it suffers under image sequences that don’t
contain repeating environments. With BA, real-time applications which typically have
significantly higher frame counts become impractical, because the more frames that are introduced
the higher the computational cost to reduce drift [40].
Other methods for accounting for VO drift can be through combining algorithmic methods
with positioning or motion sensors. As discussed prior, sensor implementations include GPS [47],
absolute orientation sensor [48], or IMUs [49]. These are used to improve camera position and
orientation accuracy, thus reducing drift error. VO can be integrated with sensors if the application
allows for such capabilities.
For this work, we focused only on the development of a VO algorithm without using any
other sensor information, as some applications may not have sensor capabilities. As discussed
prior, VO is prone to cumulative error due to drift. The original error between frames can originate
from mismatching image features. However, another source of error is small baseline motion
between frames as shown in [50]. One of the solutions to this problem is to use bundle adjustment
(BA). However, for BA algorithms the computational cost increases with the increase of the
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number of frames [45]. To avoid this pitfall, in this research we use the techniques described in
[41] for drift reduction. This approach uses feature transformations to refine a tracked feature's
position over the subsequent frames to reduce the tracking error and, consequently, drift. The goal
of this application is to use drift reduction, in conjunction with the rSYBA feature descriptor
algorithm, to generate accurate camera pose plotting. In section 5.2.1 we discuss the basic VO
algorithm in greater detail as well as [41]’s drift reduction algorithm.

5.2.1 VO Algorithm with Drift Reduction
VO is usually classified into monocular (single camera) and stereo (double camera)
approaches. Although this work focuses on a monocular application, the following approaches can
easily be adapted for stereo systems. To start the VO algorithm, feature points are extracted from
the current image frame and the previous image frame. Feature matching is then performed using
the rSYBA descriptor algorithm between frame Ik-1 (the previous frame) and Ik (the current frame).
The essential matrix between these two frames is computed using feature correspondences. The
essential matrix is then decomposed into rotation (Rk) and translation matrices (tk) which can then
be used to extract 3D positioning information [52]. Feature point positioning is then updated using
the techniques discussed in [41] to reduce drift and error between frames. Camera motion between
time k-1 and k is rearranged in the form of the rigid body transformation 𝑃𝑘 ∈ 𝑅 4×4 :
𝑅
𝑃𝑘 = [ 𝑘
0

𝑡𝑘
],
1

(5-1)

where 𝑅𝑘 ∈ 𝑅 3×3 is the rotation matrix, and 𝑡𝑘 ∈ 𝑅 3×1 the translation vector. The set P contains
the camera motion in all subsequent frames. Using the rotation and translation vectors, we have
the 3D transformation matrices necessary to transform the camera pose in the previous frame to
find the camera pose in the current frame. The current camera pose can be computed by summing
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all the transforms for each frame up to and including the transform for the current frame. A stepby-step description of the VO algorithm with drift reduction can be seen below:
Algorithm 1: VO computation steps
1. Input the new frame Ik
2. Extract and match features between Ik-1 and Ik using rSYBA descriptor
3. Compute the essential matrix for image pair Ik-1, Ik
4. Decompose the essential matrix into Rk and tk
5. Update the feature point locations to reduce drift error
6. Concatenate transformations to compute camera pose
7. Repeat steps 1 to 6 for all image frames.

Skipping frames has also been used as a technique to reduce drift (the less frames the less
compounded drift). It is easier to find matching feature pairs with a short baseline and a large
overlapping area but motion estimation with the essential matrix is more sensitive to feature
mismatches. If the two frames are taken far apart, a small number of feature mismatches will not
result in a large drift error. However, it may be difficult to find enough matching feature pairs due
to the small overlapping area between frames. For this application, we do not skip any frames as
the rSYBA matching algorithm has a high accuracy rate and results in [41] show the smaller
baseline produced good results.
For vehicle motion, it can be assumed that the vehicle will not rotate a substantial amount
between frames in any dimension. This is a safe assumption for applications with a high frame rate
camera (~ 30 fps is sufficient). For these results, thresholding was put into place for the calculated
relative rotation of the camera between frames. This eliminates any data points that can
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significantly increase the drift error, which would cause the ground truth plot to be completely
inaccurate.

5.3

Experimental Methods
The proposed method was evaluated by using publicly available real-world datasets from

the KITTI benchmark suite [51]. With the KITTI dataset, two color video cameras (Point Grey
Flea2, 10 Hz, 1392×512 pixel resolution), a laser scanner (Velodyne HDL-64E), and a GPS/IMU
INS (OXTS RT 3003, 100 Hz) sensors were used to capture vehicle image sequences and compute
their corresponding rotation and translation positioning ground truths between frames. The KITTI
dataset contains images for stereo VO but for this application we used a single camera video
sequence or monocular VO. The dataset contains 16 sequences of a vehicle driving in varying
locations with varying amounts of traffic.
For performance evaluation of this application, the same methods as [41] were employed.
The relative error in distance and the root mean square error (RMSE) were found and used as
comparison metrics between rSYBA and SURF. The relative error in distance is calculated as
follows:
relative error =

ABS(ground truth length−plotted length)
ground truth length

.

(5-2)

RMSE is calculated based on each position transformation matrix (Pk). The RMSE computed
and shown in the experimental results is the average across all the images in the sequence. The
RMSE for one frame indicates the average error for the transformation difference between the
ground truth and the VO results taken using the methods discussed in the prior sections. In short,
the RMSE provides a very good measurement of the error and can be used to estimate the error
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from frame-to-frame. The relative distance error alone is not able to evaluate the performance very
well as it only compares the total distance and not the path. The relative error could end up being
very small (distance measured is close to the ground truth) with a completely incorrect path. The
RMSE measures the individual frame-to-frame accuracy and provides a better evaluation of
overall performance.

5.3.1 KITTI Dataset Results
The KITTI dataset consists of 22 image sequences. 1 country, 1 urban, and 1 country and
urban mixed sequences were used for our experiments and comparisons. All these sequences were
recorded at different times of the day and a variety of locations which include different lighting
conditions, shadow presence, numbers of cars, pedestrians, cyclists, etc. as well as paved winding
roads with high slopes. Results for each case can be found in the following sections. For the camera
position plotting, the X and Z dimensions of the plots are shown as these are the most significant
when plotting for an autonomous vehicle (height of the ground is not really incorporated in ground
vehicle navigation). The Y dimension is still included in error computations to help assess the
accuracy of the feature matching algorithms with VO.
For comparing feature matching accuracy, the same feature points detected between frames
were used for both rSYBA and SURF in feature description and matching. In essence, the same
VO algorithm and feature detection methods were used to produce as accurate a comparison as
possible between rSYBA and SURF. The results in the following sections clearly demonstrate the
viability of rSYBA as compared to SURF for VO applications.
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5.3.1.1 Case 05 and Case 00 (Urban Environment)
This run in the KITTI dataset contains images mostly in an urban scene. Houses, trees, bikers,
cars, and people make up most of the features being matched. As stated prior, the lighting
conditions vary throughout the run. The final results for the camera positioning plotting can be
seen in Figure 5-1. These results were taken with the first 1000 frames contained within the run.

Figure 5-1. X and Z dimension camera pose plotting for Run #05

The matching results for each frame can be viewed in figure 5-2. Depicted are the number of
matched inliers found after filtering matched points with the homography matrix. The overall
results for the RMSE between each frame and the relative error in total distance can be seen in
Table 5-1. It is apparent from these results that rSYBA outperformed SURF in this image
sequence. The RMSE is used to represent the average error of the camera position plotting
compared to the ground truth. Hence, the smaller RMSE error reflects a closer camera pose plot
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compared to the ground truth as shown in Figure 5-1. Additionally, rSYBA produced more inlier
matches on most of the frames in the sequence as shown in Figure 5-2.
Results were also taken on a second urban sequence. For this sequence, the environment
and paths are very similar to the prior sequence. However, the lighting differs greatly and at one
point during the sequence the car stops, which can add complications if the essential matrix
computed at this point in the run is even a little inaccurate, the rest of the run will contain a
significant amount of RMSE error. For this sequence 1000 frames were used for the computations.
Plotting results for this sequence can be seen in Figure 5-3. and Figure 5-4. RMSE error results for
this sequence can be seen in Table 5-2.

Figure 5-3. X and Z dimension camera pose plotting for Run #00
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Figure 5-2. Number of Matched Inliers for Run #05
Table 5-1. Error for SYBA and rSYBA with Run #05
RMSE (m)

Relative Error (%)

X Position

Y Position

Z Position

Distance

SURF

7.815

13.695

25.22

.00457

rSYBA

8.4752

6.8648

9.6699

.00538
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Figure 5-4. Number of Matched Inliers for Run #00
Table 5-2. Error for SYBA and rSYBA with Run #00
RMSE (m)

Relative Error (%)

X Position

Y Position

Z Position

Distance

SURF

3.6961

11.691

1.2164

.015335

rSYBA

1.8928

7.4509

3.6945

.024226

For this sequence, like the prior sequence, rSYBA outperformed SURF in the number of
matched inliers and consequently the RMSE is the X and Y dimensions. rSYBA outperformed
SURF in the X and Y dimensions by 1.8033 and 4.2401 meters respectively. This resulted in a
closer camera plot compared to the ground truth, than when the run was taken with SURF.

5.3.1.2 Case 03 (Country Environment)
This run in the KITTI dataset contains images mostly taken in a country scene. Thus, many of
the features to be matched are trees, rocks, grass, and occasionally the sky. The shading and quality
of the features varies throughout the run. These results were taken with the first 270 frames of the
run. This particular run has very small deviation in the X dimension (the vehicle mostly travelled
in a straight line), therefore the run was more sensitive to error rotation in the X dimension. The
final results for the camera positioning plotting can be seen in Figure 5-5 and the number of correct
matched feature pairs can be seen in Figure 5-6. RMSE error results for the sequence can be seen
in Table 5-3. for SURF and rSYBA respectively.

Figure 5-5. X and Z dimension camera pose plotting for Run #04
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Figure 5-6. Number of Matched Inliers for Run #04
Table 5-3. Error for SYBA and rSYBA with Run #04
RMSE

Relative Error

X Position

Y Position

Z Position

Distance

SURF

11.914

2.6242

1.7323

.00329

rSYBA

4.2694

0.32006

1.7092

.005206

As used with prior test sequences, the inliers for the sequence were found by mapping feature
matches with the homography matrix and determining whether the matched feature point is within
5 square pixels of the mapped feature point. This indicates an inlier and correct match.
rSYBA again produced more correct inliers compared to SURF. The results reflect that
this increase in inliers resulted in a more accurate essential matrix computation, resulting in a
smaller RMSE error in all dimensions and a more accurate camera positioning plot. rSYBA
improved the RMSE error in the X dimension, Y dimension, and Z dimension by 7.6446, 2.304,
and .0231 m respectively.

5.3.1.3 Case 02 (Urban and Country Environment)
For this run, some of the frames are in an urban setting which then gradually changes to a country
setting. Thus, you get a combination of feature qualities throughout the run. Results for the camera
position plotting can be seen in Figure 5-7. The matching results for each frame can be viewed in
figure 5-8.

Figure 5-7. X and Z camera pose plotting for Run #02
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Figure 5-8. Number of Matched Inliers for Run #02
Table 5-4. Error for SYBA and rSYBA with Run #02
RMSE (m)

Relative Error (%)

X Position

Y Position

Z Position

Distance

SURF

5.2252

2.204

9.6456

.000701

rSYBA

5.5019

2.8999

5.3489

.000503

The overall results for the RMSE between each frame and the relative error in distance can be seen
in Table 5-4. Depicted are the number of matched inliers found after filtering matched points with
the homography matrix.
For these results, rSYBA significantly out performed SURF in the Z dimension but was
slightly worse that SURF in the other two dimensions. The amount that SURF performed better
by was only by .3 and .6 meters respectively in the X and Y dimensions. This is a small amount
compared to the 4.3 meters rSYBA improved results by in the Z dimension.

5.4

Discussion
For monocular VO, to achieve the most accurate results with a feature description

algorithm several things need to occur: there must be enough matched feature points between each
consecutive frame, and most of those feature points need to result in accurate feature matches. The
more accurate the matrix, the more accurate the essential matrix computed for 3D plotting and the
less drift error there will be between frames.
When comparing rSYBA against SURF when applied to VO, from these results we can see
that rSYBA produces a more substantial number of accurate feature matches than SURF in every
test case. This assists in generating a more accurate essential matrix which correspondingly shows
a smaller error.
From these results, it can be inferred that rSYBA is a novel feature descriptor algorithm
that can be applied to VO applications with large amounts of image variation. As stated prior,
rSYBA produces many accurate feature matches that can outperform mainstream feature
descriptor algorithms such as SURF. Compared to SURF, rSYBA is also more suited to be
implemented in embedded applications. Therefore, rSYBA is a good feature descriptor algorithm
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to be used in VO applications with large amounts of image variation and has the potential to be
implemented on embedded platforms.
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6

6.1

IMAGE STITCHING

Motivations
Image stitching is the process of combining multiple images with overlapping content to

produce a single larger image called a panorama. Cameras are limited in the field of view they can
capture due to the range and ability of the lenses and sensors used. To counteract this weakness,
image stitching is used as an alternative method to generate the single panoramic image from a
group of images, taken to capture a wide field of view. Many applications exist that use image
stitching such as video stitching [55], super-resolution [56], high-resolution photo-mosaics [54],
environmental maps [54], etc. Additionally, many software tools and commercial applications
exist that perform image stitching such as Realviz [58], and Microsoft Digital Image Pro [57].
For image stitching to be successful, correlation must be found between the images taken
which can then be used to transform each image and overlap them to form the panoramic image.
As with the other applications introduced in this paper, it is vitally important that correlation be
accurately found irrespective of image variations such as angle, zoom, and illumination. If the
correlation is incorrect, the resulting panoramic image is warped, deformed, or cuts objects in half.
Thus, to find the correct correlation a robust feature detection, description, and matching algorithm
is needed. In this chapter, we present results with applying our novel rSYBA descriptor algorithm
to the base application of image stitching. Results were taken using the Adobe Panorama dataset,
which contains 10 image sets with image transform ground truths [59]. Results were compared
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against a fast and robust feature descriptor algorithm with SURF [12], and a compressed
description algorithm with BRISK [15].

6.2

Prior Work
Image stitching algorithms have been broadly categorized into two categories for finding

correlation: direct and feature based. The direct based approaches combine direct pixel-to-pixel
comparisons with gradient descent to find correlation. Some examples of direct based approaches
include Szeliski and Kangs’ research in [60], and Sawhney and Kumars’ research in [61]. Direct
methods have the advantage that they use all the available image data to find a correlation, making
results very accurate. However, this method requires that images be of a high enough quality to
produce accurate results, which isn’t always available depending on the application.
For feature based approaches: features are matched between images to find an image
transform. Images are then put together after being transformed to create a panoramic image.
However, as stated prior, feature matching needs to be robust enough that features can be matched
regardless of the image conditions. Enough matches also must be found to generate as accurate a
transform as possible. For this reason, SIFT and SURF have both been used as feature descriptor
algorithms for image stitching as they have robust implementations [62, 63]. After the images have
been put together, techniques are used to make the panoramic image uniform and seamless, such
as image blurring and blending [64]. For this research, we use the feature based image stitching
approach with rSYBA, and forego any blending technique as we are focused on the image
transform results.
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6.2.1 Algorithm Flow
To start image stitching, the homographic image transform is found between each adjacent
image in the panorama. The homography transform matrix is computed using the correctly
matched features between the overlapping regions in the images. As stated in Chapter 3, we use
the homography matrix to transform the image points in one image to their corresponding locations
in the second image. The following equation shows this:
p2 = H ∗ p1 ,

(6-1)

where H is the homography matrix, 𝑝1is the point in the first image and 𝑝2 is the point in the
second image. After the homographies are found between each subsequent image, a new
homography is computed for each image. The algorithm iterates through each homography
matrix and computes the new homography transform as follows:
Hi = Hi−1 ∗ Hj ,

(6-2)

where 𝐻𝑖 is the new homography used to transform the current image to be used in the panorama,
𝐻𝑖−1 is the previous computed homography used to transform the previous image in the
panorama, and 𝐻𝑗 is the original computed homography between the current image and the
previous image. To normalize the panorama and center the view on the middle image in the set,
the homographies are multiplied by the inversion of the center images’ computed homography.
This normalizes the homography image transforms to center the panorama on the center image
instead of the first image in the sequence.
Then, the extreme transformed points are found contained within the homography
transforms to find the bounds of the panoramic view. After the bounds for the new image are
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found, a blank image or canvas is created and masking is then used to insert all the transformed
images into the panorama.

6.3

Results
For this research, the Adobe image dataset was used for experimentation [59]. 8 images

were used for each view sequence, resulting in 7 homographies computed. Included in the dataset
are the ground truths for the homography matrices. For the comparison metrics, the average
relative error was computed for each of the values within the 3x3 homography matrix across all
the images in the panorama. The relative error is computed as follows:
relative error =

ABS(ground truth value−computed homography value)
ground truth value

.

(6-3)

Results for each of the panoramic views were taken using the SURF, BRISK, and rSYBA
feature descriptor algorithm. Feature locations were detected using the SURF feature detection
algorithm, and were kept constant with all algorithms to allow for accurate comparisons.

6.3.1 Carmel Panoramic View
The images for this sequence were taken from a beach scene in Carmel. The images include
moving subjects, which may introduce some artifacts in the panorama as the subjects that move
may not align properly. The images used in testing can be seen in Figure 6-1. The final results of
the image stitching application can be seen in Figure 6-2 for rSYBA, SURF, and BRISK. The
results for the relative error for computing the homography between frames using the whole image
sequence for all the algorithms can be seen in Table 6-1. Results were computed using the ground
truth homographies provided with the dataset.
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Figure 6-1. Images used in the Carmel Image Sequence
Table 6-1. Average relative error results for 3x3 homography matrix across all images
rSYBA

SURF

BRISK

0.071426

0.39346

0.078774

Avg.

0.073905

0.73357

0.08524

Avg.

0.070204

0.53233

0.07703

Avg.

0.15547

0.072376

0.51538

0.71214

0.15859

0.075674

0.54469

.95745

0.17264

0.067306

0.50299

1.0015

0.10578

4.9447

0.071898

0.082791

6.7907

0.071898

0.084785

7.434

0.071898
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Figure 6-2. Image stitching results for top) rSYBA middle) SURF bottom) BRISK on Carmel image sequence

From these results, it is shown that rSYBA, on average, produced more accurate homographies
than SURF and BRISK. This resulted in a more accurate panoramic view compared to BRISK and
SURF.

6.3.2 Hotel Panoramic View
For this image sequence, images contain a beach scene with a hotel in the background. The
images contain large amounts of lighting and scaling variances. Images used to find the panorama
can be seen in Figure 6-3. The final results of the image stitching application can be seen in Figure
6-4 for rSYBA, SURF, and BRISK. The results for the relative error for computing the
homography between frames using the whole image sequence for all the algorithms can be seen in
Table 6-2.
For these results, it is hard to see the difference between the algorithms the with Figure 64 as the results were close. However, it can be seen in Table 6-2 that, on average, rSYBA
outperformed SURF and BRISK in generating more accurate homography transforms.

6.3.3 Yard Panoramic View
For the final image sequence, images were taken in a backyard. The image matching is
quite difficult due the intense lighting of the house as well as the perspective change between
frames. The images used in this sequence can be seen in Figure 6-5. The final results of the image
stitching application can be seen in Figure 6-6 for rSYBA, SURF, and BRISK. The results for the
relative error for computing the homography between frames using the whole image sequence for
all the algorithms can be seen in Table 6-3.
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Figure 6-3. Images used in the Hotel Image Sequence
Table 6-2. Average relative error results for 3x3 homography matrix across all images
Rsyba

SURF

BRISK

0.14104

1.0271

0.141

Avg.

0.13742

1.6059

0.13737

Avg.

0.13295

2.3951

0.13007

Avg.

0.081094

0.15048

0.096547

0.42213

0.099448

0.1425

0.091099

.5176

0.10348

0.14165

0.11871

.57944

0.062211

1.9415

0.1582

0.078304

2.2081

0.1582

0.077861

1.9569

0.1582
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Figure 6-4. Image stitching results for top) rSYBA middle) SURF bottom) BRISK on Hotel image sequence
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Figure 6-5. Images used in the Yard Image Sequence
Table 6-3. Average relative error results for 3x3 homography matrix across all images
rSYBA

SURF

BRISK

0.38534

11.735

0.43937

Avg.

0.465653

14.53

0.45622

Avg.

0.59639

58.625

0.6566

Avg.

0.61211

0.36898

0.65636

3.436

0.51108

0.46146

0.5145

3.9879

0.67673

0.58786

0.69344

14.942

0.54857

15.719

0.45889

0.47872

18.023

0.45889

0.73102

71.451

0.45889
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Figure 6-6. Image stitching results for top) rSYBA middle) SURF bottom) BRISK on Yard image sequence

For these results, all the feature matching algorithms used struggled with the perspective change
between the images. However, rSYBA was able to maintain the best results and produced the most
accurate homographies out of the three algorithms. Furthermore, it is easily seen in the panoramas
in Figure 6-6 that rSYBA produced the most accurate panorama.

6.4

Discussion
When capturing images for a panoramic view several things can occur: the camera can rotate,

the lighting can change, subjects can move, perspective can change, etc. In other words, for
panoramic images the image frames captured can differ greatly in terms of image quality. As a
result, if implementing an image stitching algorithm using feature description, a robust feature
detection and description algorithm is needed. This is necessary such that the image transforms
will properly align the images in the final panoramic image.
It can be inferred from the experiments in this chapter, that rSYBA is a novel feature
descriptor algorithm which can be applied to feature description based image stitching.
Furthermore, rSYBA outperforms other feature description algorithms in terms of accuracy of the
overall panoramic image and transform matrices. This is demonstrated by the smaller average
relative error across the homography matrices generated for each panoramic view.
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7

7.1

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Conclusion
The focus of this thesis is on the improvement of one of the most important computer vision

applications: image feature description. Discussed in this paper is a novel idea for the improvement
of a compressed sensing feature description algorithm SYBA called rSYBA. Also, discussed in
this paper are various applications and their demonstrated improvements using rSYBA.
This paper began by introducing the SYBA algorithm, which was then used as a basis to
begin describing the improvements made with the rSYBA algorithm. When determining the
correlation between two images using a feature descriptor algorithm, large amounts of scaling and
rotation invariance can occur. Thus, to improve matching results rSYBA adds methods to make a
FRI description rotation and scaling invariant. Scaling invariance is achieved by scaling the FRI
to different scale factors, like methods used with BRISK, SURF and SIFT, all of which use a form
of scaling with image pyramiding or image octaves. Rotation invariance is achieved by computing
a histogram of the orientation and gradients of the pixels contained in a FRI and using that
histogram to find the dominant orientation of the FRI. The FRI is then rotated and cropped to
achieve a rotation invariant FRI. With rSYBA, results were taken using the created BYU Rotation
and Scaling dataset which tests the accuracy of feature detection, description, and matching
algorithms with images containing high amounts of rotation and scaling variance. To compare
against mainstream algorithms results were also taken with the Oxford Affine dataset, specifically
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the Boat sequence. Results were taken using common comparison methods with precision and
recall computations. It was shown that rSYBA outperforms SYBA under high amounts of image
variation, as well as improving SYBA performance in general.
rSYBA was then applied to widely used image processing applications, such as object
detection, visual odometry, and image stitching. First, rSYBA was applied to simulated videos of
a UAV flight path for object detection. Image correlation was found between differing image
sequences with increasing amounts of variation to find the absolute difference between the two
sequences. Objects introduced in a sequence were then detected using this image differencing.
This application was used to detect objects along a buried pipeline route. Results show that rSYBA
could accurately detect the new objects introduced, despite high amounts of variation, while the
base SYBA algorithm failed to detect the new objects.
The second application of rSYBA was the more widely used monocular visual odometry
application. Visual odometry is used in most applications for computing the camera pose using
image inputs from a camera. Using a well-known benchmark with the KITTI dataset, results for
monocular visual odometry were taken using the rSYBA algorithm in conjunction with drift
reduction. Results again demonstrate that rSYBA performs better than mainstream feature
description algorithms and is a novel algorithm for VO.
The third application was the image stitching application. Image stitching is used to generate
a more detailed wider view image by combining a set of images. Using the Adobe panoramic
image dataset, we proved that rSYBA is a novel feature descriptor algorithm to be applied towards
feature based image stitching applications. Furthermore, rSYBA outperformed mainstream
algorithms such as BRISK and SURF in producing accurate image transforms to be used in the
application.
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While SYBA has a potentially smaller description size, rSYBA maintains better overall
results. rSYBA also performs better against mainstream algorithms in a variety of applications, as
documented in this paper.
In conclusion, these experimental results clearly demonstrate that the rSYBA descriptor
works better with image deformations such as rotation and translation, with significantly improved
results as compared SYBA and other industry standard algorithms, like SURF and BRISK. The
main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:


Improve SYBA description algorithm to improve matching results (rSYBA)



Creation of BYU Rotation and Scaling Dataset



Application of rSYBA with detecting construction objects along a pipeline path



Application and improvement with rSYBA to camera pose estimation with a road
vehicle



Application of rSYBA with generating panoramic views



Creation of UAV image sequences with various amounts of image variation (with
ground truth poses and camera parameters)

7.2

Future Research Ideas
This section details some research ideas originating from the research conducted throughout

the development of this thesis. They are listed as follows:


Implementation of the rSYBA descriptor in hardware with a FPGA or GPU:
We have shown the rSYBA descriptor is good at producing results. However, the
improvements of rSYBA come at the cost of potentially a larger amount of feature
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comparisons and operations. However, all operations are still simplified as compared
to the original SYBA algorithm. Thus, application using hardware acceleration
would be ideal as most of the steps of the algorithm are highly parallelizable such as
the comparisons and feature description generation. This would make rSYBA more
suitable for real-time applications.


Image Invariances being applied to a convolutional neural network: Results
were improved with rSYBA by making the features rotation and scaling invariant.
With convolutional neural networks, image deformations are learned as the network
is trained. Feature responses in the image are detected using a kernel. As with rSYBA
and making the algorithm scaling invariant, results could potentially be improved by
deforming the image at the feature detection layer. This would have to be
investigated and determined whether this method would be more accurate compared
to just learning the image deformations in the network. At the very least, this could
potentially improve the feature space of a convolutional neural network (image
augmentation is a topic of research for convolutional neural networks).



3D pose plotting for a UAV: While it was the focus of the VO chapter to compare
rSYBA with mainstream feature description algorithms, the application could have
been expanded to include ground truth plotting for a UAV, where the Y dimension
becomes much more important.



Perspective Invariant Features: While rSYBA is invariant to scaling and rotation
image variations, studies should be conducted to see if rSYBA can be made
perspective invariant.

This investigation should be conducted in the hope of

maintaining algorithm complexity while improving feature matching accuracy.
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